2019 CARP FISHING TOURNAMENT

AUGUST 10TH

MANN-NYHOLT LAKE • ADAMS COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS

Don’t
the

LOCATION

REGISTRATION/CHECK-IN SITE

Mann-Nyholt Lake - Adams County Fairgrounds
9755 Henderson Rd - Brighton, CO 80601

First Parking Lot - Front Lake
9755 Henderson Rd - Brighton, CO 80601

HOURS
Mandatory rules meeting 5:30AM at the lake side parking log. All anglers MUST attend this meeting!
Tournament hours are from 6AM to 2PM on August 10th. Anglers will hear a horn at 6AM starting the event. Anglers are not allowed to fish until the
6AM horn. All videos must be received by 2PM. If you do not have service to send the video you must bring the video to weigh-in but all entries must be
entered by 2PM. NO VIDEOS WILL BE ACCEPTED LATER THAN 2PM.
All anglers fishing in the Don’t Bash The Trash Carp Event must be off the water and not fishing Mann-Nyholt Lake from 5PM on August 9th until 6AM
August 10th.

WEIGH-IN
This is a DIGITAL EVENT. At the rules meeting each angler will be given a Tightline Outdoors Don’t Bash The Trash Carp Craze specific ruler. This ruler will be
numbered to match each angler. After a carp is caught, and the measure and release process is done, anglers are to text in their video to the weigh master.
Once the weigh master confirms that the video is clear and accurate they will text back confirming the catch. When you catch a carp you are to lay the fish
on the measure board with the head touching the angled head board. You then lay the fish flat. Take a video of the head of the fish touching the head on
the measure board and then CLEARLY show a video head to tail and where the tail touches the measurement. Once you have that clearly videoed you then
show yourself in the video and then show the release of the fish. To clarify, for a fish to count in the event, the video must CLEARLY show the following:
- Head of the Carp touching the head board on the measure board.
- Must show the tail on the measurements.
- Must Show the angler who caught the Carp
- Must show a landmark showing they are at the tournament location.
- Must Show the release
- All entries must be received no later than 2PM on August 20th. Any videos that appear unclear and/or lacking information will not be counted.
If the video does not clearly show all these things then your fish does not count in the event.
The Measure Board is marked with 1/4” bars. You will measure to the 1/4”. For example... if a Carp is exactly 18” then it is registered at 18”. If the Carp
measures 18-1/8” then it is rounded up to 18-1/4” . In the event of a tie the fish that was submitted first will win the tie breaker.

SPECIES
This is a Carp only event. Only Carp including Common and Grass Carp can be entered to win a prize.

BOUNDARIES
Anglers can fish all of Mann-Nyholt Lake.

OTHER RULES
You are allowed to fish as an individual or as a team. While fishing as a team you are still measuring your fish independently so the benefits of fishing as
a team is just to have a partner to help you net the fish but you are still only allowed to operate your own rods and measure your own fish. At not point in
time are you allowed to touch your partner’s rod(s).
In the situation of using pack bait or any other form of bait, and bait and/or excess material attached to your line must have a hook in the bait. Any bait
placed on your line without a hook is considered chumming. At this time we do not have a rule for overall weight or amount of bait placed on your hook,
but your hook must be in all bait while fishing.

PAYOUTS
The payout listed below is based on a 40 contestant event. Payouts can increase or decrease due to total number of participants—payout scale is based
on a percentage.
1ST - $800

2ND - $500 + $200 to Bass Pro

3RD - $200 + $200 to Bass Pro

4TH - $200 + $200 to Bass Pro

5TH - $100 + $200 to Bass Pro

6TH - $200 to Bass Pro

PLEASE NOTE: Any errors on our fact sheets are not intentional. They will be corrected as soon as we are made aware of them. Anglers
should refer to the official documentation for each lake or reservoir and know the rules for legal limits and allowed baits and fishing
methods for any water they choose to fish.
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